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GSA President Works
At Out-of-State· College
Robert Burn son
Although Graduate Student
Association President Ellen
Foppes' term does not end until
May, she bas been on campus only
once since mid-January.
Foppes drew her $325 monthly
GSA salary for January though she
left New Mexico about Jan. 18 to
substitute teach at Idaho State
University.
Reached in Idaho, Foppes
'defend~d her January salary saying
she worked "full-time everyday" in
January on GSA business and is
continuing to perform her
presidential duties.
''Before 1 left, I took care of all
the GSA business that could be
done," Foppes said.
"Perhaps she should never have
run," GSA Councilor Marie
Mound said, Mound said the GSA
council might vote at Saturday's
meeting to make GSA Chairman
Mike Finnie acting president.
Foppes said she had planned not
to draw any more GSA pay during
her Idaho stay and said this
semester she will refuse the tuition
reinbursement which is allowed
GSA presidents.
Foppe~' salary and expenses are
drawn from graduate student fees.
Some GSA councilors say they
were disturbed when Foppes took
her January pay and believe Foppes
should not have left UNM in the
middle of her term.

GSA Councilor Dolph Barnhouse .said the GSA is "rudderless" without the president's
presence, and blames Foppes
absence for the confusion in the
GSA word processing service which
has an estimated cost overrun of
$13,000 this year.
"I feel everyone would feel a lot
better if Ellen were here d9ing some
of the things the president is
supposed to do," GSA Councilor
Richard Holden said,
Foppes, however, says she is
doing ''more than previous
presidents" and fulfills all her GSA
duties.
The GSA constitution list
presidential duties as administering
the GSA budget, appointing
committees and representing the
GSA when necessary.
Foppes said she appointed
committees in the fall and returned
to New Mexico to represent the
GSA at the February UNM Regents
meeting - which she said was the
only meeting this semester where
her presence was necessary.
Foppes biiled the GSA $376 to fly
to Albuquerque for the meeting.
Holden said that Foppes should
resign "if this is a permanent or
nearly permanent" position.
Foppes termed the job ~<very
temporary" and said she expects to
move back to Albuquerque "any
day." However, the Idaho State
professor she is substituting for is

T•l M•li•l gl11a singing Instruction• to. tM ·Pop.p,y H•ll•udMnc• WediHIIidey night. Th•mow w•s
sponsored by the Popul•r Ent•rt•lnment CommlttH •nd Bl•ck Student Union.· Ffllnk Perks, BSU
pr,esl8nt, uld som• show pmcHds will go to f•H schol•tShl/». "You know With RNgonomit:s, you
got to stert doing things on your own," he uld.

continued on pegt16

KUNM Suffers from Budget Cut, Local Funding Woes
Federal budget cuts and difficulty in raising local funds have
caused KlJNM, the University of
New Mexico's National Public
Radio affiliate, to cut back to a
minimal operating level.
All public radio stations are
underfunded and understaffed,
KUNM General Manager Barton
Bond said, but KUNM is below the ·

level offundingconsidered minimal
by public radio station managers.
''The budget the station had
before reduction was inadequate,"
Bond said. 11 We're at a point now
where we're on the air, maintaining
our quantity and quality of
programming; however, there's. no
possible way to increase the number
of programs or their quality under

the present situation."
Each year KUNM receives a
grant from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting based on
matching non-federal funds raised
by the station. Last year the
amount was $48,000. It has been
reduced to $40,570 for 1982-83 and
Bond expects another drop to
$30,000 for 1984.

The funding is t~sed in all areas of
station operation, Bond said, including salaries, programming,
maintenance, record purchase.
replacement parts and tape stock.
Bond explained that in the past
the station depended most heavily
on funds from the UNM student
government. However, student
funding ended about the same time

federal funding was reduced.
Consequently, the station had to.
spend the grant money, allocated
for two years, within one year, he
said.
Bond predicts that the pool of
federal money available to the
station next year wll be half of what
it now has.
"The budget cuts at the federal
level caught the station financially
flat-footed," Bond said. "The
station has not been able t~ lceep
pace in the non-federal funds area
and it will take several years to take
up the slack by finding other opthe world, waiting to come back tions for raising money."
when the time is right."
Bond said he expects federal aid
Most notable of the political to level off at about $30,000 for the
exiles from Guatemala is Guillermo next two to three years and, at the
Toriello, who now lives in Mexico; same tirne, the station will increase
His books about the events that led Its ability to raise funds.
to Arbenz' downfall are antOng the
An option, Bond said, was
most Widely read books in national distribution through the
Guatemala despite being officially · station's satellite. Other sources for
outlawed.
funds include community funAmong those familiar with the draising, underwriting and sales,
politics and history of the country,
Bond said the Radio Task Force
especially those in the United is working to obtain funding for
States, an argument rages about public radio directly front the state
continued·on pege 6 legislature, Which will take the
burden off the University, the
station's largest source of funding
for the coming year.
ii()ur current budget doesn't
allow for additional local
programming, additions tothe staff
and minimum salary. increases,
inform more people about how which are way below those of in·
dustry, the University and the
reapportionment will affect them.
The seminar will be held at the community in general," Bond said.
Student Onion Building ill the ''The station has the goal to expand
Subway Station Thursday front programming, but it;s understood
that big changes in the quality and
6:30 to 9:30p.m.
The seminar will include thtee quantity of programming can't be
panelists. Each will make a short accomplished in the near future. It
·continued on pege 5 will take time!'

Guatemalnns Wauld Back. Rebels during. War
.Joe Cavaretta

any gUerilla activity. Bydiscounting
human rights violations as mere
New Mexico Daily Lobo Assistant fabrications of the press, they start
Photography Editor Joe Cavar~tta to hedge a little and most
studied for three months . in Guatemalans, for Whatever reason,
Guatemala during the summer of eventually like to get the point
/981. This is the third in a four-part across that if the situation erupts
series of his observations during his into a full-scale war they would
stay. Some fictitious names at'e support the insurgents.
used:
·
A law professor at San Carlos
University, who asked not to be
lt took almost a week to find identified; explained that there are
anyone in the country willing to two levels of revolution in
admit that a problem exists there. Guatemala.
Many Guatemalans deny there is
He said there are the active in·

friday Last Day To Drop
Friday ls tbe last day to withdraw from c:la!l!les without dean
approval.
After Friday; If a studtnt Is granted permi!lllon from tbe dean of
his college, a grade of W/P or W/F will be assigned. W/P Is a
passing grade at the time of Withdrawal and WIF Is a falling grade.
W/F is c:alc:ulated In the student's grade point average.
Permission will be granted only to those students who denton•
strale a hardship case Involving circumstances beyond their controJ. ,

surgents, mostly the indigenous
population in the countryside, and
the "intellectuals" who live in the
cities and larger towns. This
professor had survived a 1979
university purge which had taken
the lives of more than 200 students
and faculty members.
Another 200 to 300 were forced
to flee the country. Most of the
intellectual leaders of the
revolution, he said, are survivors of
the coup against the Arbenz administration. 14 There are many of
. us, mostly in Mexico but all around

Chicano.Panel To Discuss
Redistricting Controversy
Ernest Montoya
Saying redistricting irl New
Mexico is inconsistent with the
"one man, one vote'' e(Jt.~al
protection clause of .the 14th
Amendment .of the' 0 .s, Constitution, various campus Chicano
groups are sponsoring a seminar to

.£
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Watt Charged with Abuse of Funds
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Video Game
GIVEAWAY!
Octagon Video Games announces the

GRAND OPENING
SECOND LOCATION

Behind the Highland Theater.
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good after 4 p.m.

TWO FREE GA~ES

at Zody's Center location, Menaul at Carlisle
one coupon
good anytime
per person
Offer Expires
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misused last year when Interior
Secretary James Watt and his wife
excluded the public from a national
historic mansion to entertain guests
there, the U.S. comptroller general
said Wednesday.
A General Accounting Office
report estimated that $8842.20 was
improperly diverted from Interior
Department appropriations and
from the Cooperating Association
Fund of the National Park Service
for two private, catered functions
at the Custis Lee Mansion
overlooking the nation's capital.
A Watt spokesman said the
report was ~'lnerror."
The mansion, once owned by
Martha Washington's family and
later by Robert E. Lee's family, is a
large, antebellum structure on the
hill above Arlington National

Cemetary. It has bee'1 designated a
national historic site and is a
popular tourist attraction.
Rep. Edward Mar((ey, D-Mass.,
chain11an of a House Interior
oversight subcommittee, scheduled
a hearing Friday on the report, and
said: "Since GAO' indicated
Secretary Watt broke the law, l
expect him to come to the hearing
with checkbook in hand, ready to
reimburse the federal Treasury,"
But Watt already has refused to
appear and labeled the hearing a
"publicity stunt," according to
House staff sources. They also said
Watt has forbidden his staff
members to be interviewed by
subcommittee investigators.
Watt's
spokesman
Douglas
Baldwin said, "We carefully
researci!Cd the propriety and
procedures for those events. Weare
confident everything was done

)

r

properly and legally. If the GAO
came to any other conclusion, then
the GAO was in error."
Interior officials used the two
unauthorized funding sources to
pay for a Dec. 14 breakfast which.
Mrs. Watt held for Cabinet wives,
and a Dec. 17 Christmas party the
Watts gave for top administration
officials and Republican Party
workers,
The report said Watt may use the
$4500 remai11ing in his 1982
discretionary fund to cover part of
the unauthorized expenditures such things as coat check tickets,
menus, name and escort cards and
placards telling the public its
mansion was temporarily off limits.
But the rest of the money, it said,
must come from "the Interior
officials who authorized the expenditures."

Reagan Proposes Aid to Caribbean
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$9000 of goverment money was

VIDEO
GAMES
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UNM Acquires Pegmatite Mine through Congressional Act

by United Press International
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Marc~9:1
FOR CERTIFIED VIDEO FREAKS

WASH!NGTON
Serving
notice the United States will not
permit "new Cubas" on its
doorstep, President Reagan
proposed an unprecedented
program of trade, aid and investment Wednesday for the nEarly
bankrupt nations of the Caribbean
and Central America.
"Make no mistake: the wellbeing and security of our neighbors
in this region are in our own vital
interest," the president declared in
a major policy speech to the
Organization of American States.
"Let our friends and our adversaries understand that we will do

Some Second Thoughts
on the
First Amendment

whatever is prudent and necessary officials said. Whether Nicaragua
to ensure the peace and security of receives assistances "depends on
the Caribbean area," Reagan said,
Nicaragua" and how the gover·
Reagan outlined a ''Caribbean nment cond\lcts itself, Special
William
Basin Initiative" that would permit Trade Representative
some two dozen nations to export Brock said.
But Reagan left the door open to
most of their products duty free to.
the United States for the next 12 Cuban participation if the Castro
years, provide tax incentives for government were to change its
U,S, investment and offer technical allegiance.
"Let them return to the
assistance and training.
traditions
and common values of
"This economic program is as
unprecedented as today's crisis in this hemisphere and we all will
the Caribbean," he said. "Never welcome them," he said. "The
'
before has the United States offered choice is theirs."
a referential trading agreement to
The president made clear he was
any region."
acting in direct response to the
In addition, he said, he will ask increasing threat from the Soviet
Congress to appropriate in the Union and its Cuban allies, whom
current fiscal year $350 million to he accused of attempting to impose
help countries "which are par- "a new kind of colonialism'' on the
ticularly hard hit economically" Northern Hemisphere.
and up to $60 million in military aid
"If we do not act promptly and
to provide small arms, patrol boats, decisively in defense of freedom,
helicopters and communications new Cubas will arise from the ruins
equipment.
of today's conflicts," Reagan
He raised the possibility of warned,
''A new kind · of colonialism
cooperative military action under
terms of the 1947 Rio Treaty, but stalks the world today and
independence,"
our
aides said no nation is asking that threatens
Reagan said, "It is brutal and
the treaty be invoked.
An administration spokesman totalitarian. It is not of our
told reporters at a White House hemisphere but it threatens our
briefing the package would "ab- hemisphere and has established
solutely not" involve American footholds on American soil for the
combat troops.
expansion of its colonialist am·
No money will go to Cuba, bitions."

Polish Chief Accuses U.S.
Of Forcing Allies' Action

Tonight

A John Field Simms Memorial Lecture by

ROBERT M. O'NEIL
President

The University of Wisconsin System

Thursday, Februa,Y 25, 1982,8:00 p.m.
The University of New Mexico School of Law
1117 Stanford, N.E. Albuquerque, New Mexico
Presented by the UNM School of Law
For more information contact: The UNM School of Law,271.2146

WARSAW, Poland - Polish
military chief Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski accused the United
States Wednesday of pressuring its
allies into condemning .martial law
_ and said the measures may have
prevented World War III.
In a two hour and five minute
address to the first sessilln of the
Communist Party central committee under martial law, Jaruzelski
also annouhced that 2000 party
officials had been purged since
December and said continued
resistance to the regime prevented a
planned easing of restrictions.
"It will not be possible to lift
restrictions to the extent we in•
tended," Jaruzelski said. "Ten·
sions, excesses and leaflet cam·
paigns are not conducive to this."
He warned there would be "no
leniency" for those who "organize
opposition aciivities, plan con•
spiracy or even more ~ perform
acts of terrorism or subversion.''
At the same time, Jatuzelskl said
that within the licxt few days the
regime would announce "further
change" in martial Ia w restrictions
imposed Dec, 13 and the release of

more interned persons.
In a sharp attack on the United
States, J:uuzelski said some
Western nations had compromised
their sovcreignitY by submitting to
the "dictatorship of Washington"
and condemning the martial law
declaration.
Party ufficials said the two day
session of the Central Committee
will take up such devisive issues as
the fate of the banned Solidarity
union and whether to institute a
thorough pUrge of the party ap.
paratus urged by many hardliners.
"the shape of the union-will be
clear after the plenary session," a
senior government source said
Tuesday, "You can make your
speculations after that." He also
said the role of Solidarity chief
Lech Walesa will be decided.
In his speech, Jaruzelski divided
Poles into three groups - sill!•
porters of socialism, those who are
"disappointed, lost and full of
doubts'' who must be won over and
filially a small but "most
dangerous" gro11p which he said
was nmde up of ·the declared
enemies of socialism.

An act of Congress has made the
Harding Pegmatite Mine near
Dixon the legal property of the
University of New Mexico,
Discovered about 1900, the mine
is unique in that it is one of a few in
the nation that is open to the
public. It is !llso unique since it
contains a variety of rare minerals.
''We have acquired a piece of
property which has some really
unique geologic properties. It's a
classic mineral locality which could
serve as a model for studying
pegmatites," said Dr. Wolfgang
Elston, acting chairman of the
UNM geology department.
Pegmatite is a variety of granite
in which large crystals - some
measuring up to eight feet in lcgth
-form. "Specific rare metals tend
to form in pegmatite,'' Elston said.
Among them are beryllium, tantalum and lithium, all of which
have a variety of industrial and
scientific applications.
Located about 10 miles e.ast of

Foundation
Offers Grants
For Summer
Carlos M. Morales
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Dixon in Taos County, the Harding earned his doctoral degree from
Pegmatite lies with.in a square-mile Harvard University and who later
held an appointment with Lafayette
section of mountainous terrain.
University in Easton, Pa.
The rich mineralization was
discovered by gold prospectors
At that time the mine was rewho, finding no gold, overlooked opened to exploit deposits of
the area's other valuable minerals. tantalum and niobium, rare metals
The site was first worked in 1918 used to make corrosion-resistant
when it was mined for lepidolite chemical equipment and miniature
which was shipped to West Virginia electrical circuits. In 1943, some
for use in making opaque glass. By lithium-bearing spodumene was
1930, the main body of lepidolite mined at the req\lest of the War
had been mined out and the quarry Production Board,
was closed.
In 1949, the part11ership of
During World War U the mine Montgomery and Claudio Griego
was acquired by Dr. Arthur of Dixon began working the mine
Montgomery, a geologist who for its beryl. A burro and four

title to the claims," he said.
For years, the UNM geology
department has managed the site
and
welcomes
geologists,
mineralogists and other interested
persons to visit the abandoned
One of four miners is now workings and pick up samples of
employed by UNM as caretaker of purple lepidolite, spodumene and
the site, which has not been mined white beryl.
since 1958,
"We'll continue to use the site as
Since 1974, Montgomery has an outdoor museum for scientific
tried to give the property to UNM. and educational purposes," Elston
The procedures to transfer federal said. ''However, the underground
patents to the state required the workings are off limits. They're too
enactment of legislation by dangerous, •t
Congress. Elston said the legal
He said persons those to visit the
papers were filed Dec. 31 in Taos site must first sign a release at the
County. "The University now has UNM geology department.

miners worked the
produce almost I00
yearly, making New
nation's number one
beryl,

quarry to
tons of ore
Mexico the
producer of

Senator To Appeal Invalidation of Candidacy
Cathy Renfro
The ASUNM Elections Com·
mission recommended Wednesday
invalidating an ASUNM senator's
candidacy for president, vice
president and senator.
The commission voted 2 to I to
invalidate Sen. Vince Baca's
candidacy for the 1982 ASUNM
General Election, ruling that flyers
bearing his face and office hours
were campaign material.
Baca said he will appeal the
decision to Student Court. "I don't

Graduate students and junior
faculty members wishing to do
summer research in Latin America
are eligible for grants from the
Tinker f'oundation and the
University of New Mexico.
The UNM Latin American
Institute has received $15,000 from
the Tinker Foundation and UNM
has contributed an additional $5000
to the program.
"Grants are given in varying
amounts depending on needs and
requests for money. Areas of
research should be limited to the
social sciences, natural resource
development and interna.tional
relations," Karen Bracken, project
assistant, said.
Applicants for the grants are
required to document contacts and
intent to work with scholars in the
chosen country.
The deadline for applications is
March22.
Past Tinker grant recipients will
hold presentations at the Institute
to discuss research findings and the
process of their research.
The presentations will be held at
3 p.m. in the Institute's conference
room Friday, March S, 12 and 26.
Application forms for the Tinker
grants are available at the 801 Yale
NE.
More information can be obtained from Karen Bracken, 2772961.

see how you can say this is campaign material. It does not state I
will run for office," he said.
Until Student Court makes a
decision Baca is still a candidate.
Attorney General Gary Gordon
said .he feels the decision will not
stand up in Student Court because
the meeting should have been
closed to the public and comments
from the gallery should not have
been permitted.
'Before the meeting Vice
Presid.ent Bill Littlefield filed a

formal petition with commission
Chairman Biven Romero against
Baca.
Littlefield's petition said even
though the election was not
mentioned on the flyer it should be
considered a campaign tactic and a
violation of an ASUNM law
prohibiting campaigning before the
March II candidates' meeting.
According to the complaint,
Baca placed posters that were not
approved by the commission on
bulletin boards across campus.
The flyers appeared two weeks

after Baca announced he would run
for ASUNM president.
Answering questions from
commission members and others at
the meeting, Baca said the purpose
of his flyers was only to advertise
his Senate office hours .
Baca said the commission interprets the flyers as implying
campaigning but"implying is a bad
word."
Baca said he was reaching out for
student help for Senate projects he
has sponsored,

You.Liked it so much, we're gonna do it again

Thur., Fri.&. Sat. Only

Biochemistry
To Be Topic
Of Colloquia
Luminescence and nucleosomes
are the topics of colloquia to be
held in the University of New
Mexico
chemiStry department
Friday and Tuesday.
James D. Ingle Jr. of Oregon
State University will speak at 3 p.m.
Friday about "Luminescence Kinetic-Based Anal'ytical
Measurements: Fluorescence to
Chemical Luminescence.'' The
colloquium will be held in Room
101 of the chemistry building.
Tuesday's colloquium, beginning
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 101, will be
about "Nucleosomes: Structure
and Dynamics.' • The speaker will
be Kensal V:1n Holder, an Oregon
State University biochemist.
~ Van Holder's appearance will be
co·sponsored by the chemistry
department and the UNM Minority
Biomedical Sciences Program.
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Forum

-Conflict---------by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Commentary by joe Cavaretta

Shuffle the Cards
And Deal Again
This is supposedly the end of the New Deal. No more assistance for
anyone, except perhaps a thin safety net that protects only those with
political clout such as the AFL-CIO and Moral Majority. More aptly put, the
safety net protects only those who manipulate the national electoral
process into representing their wishes.
No more assistance, Except perhaps to those who need it most, Poor
folk like the nuclear power industry, who will receive some of those tigh~
federal dollars to build a breeder reactor that will finally make the move to
change every nuclear power plant in the country into a bomb factory,
No more assistance. Except perhaps to those needy folks at Exxon and
their buddies in the mining industry who will receive low-cost mining
leases on public land, That's our land, the same land that's been closed to
homesteading for over two decades. The land that our Secretary of the
Interior, James Watts (that's right, our Secretary of the lnt~Jrior, because
the money that's withheld from your paycheck pays his salary) assures us
will never become national parks. He's decided that we have too many.
No more assistance. But we can't forget our boys in blue. And green.
We have to keep the world safe for democracy, remember. And that's not
cheap. Besides, those poor folks who build bombs and guns employ an
awful lot of people. Let's hear it for the private sector.
No more assistance. Except to those dirt-poor agri-business magnates
who own thousands of acres and receive goverment subsidies to let them
lie idle.
Yes, it's true this is the end of the New Deal and students who don't
believe that the New Deal is coming to an end might change their minds
when they try to get BEOGs and SEOGs next year.
But that's all part of the scenario. People who aren't wealthy have no
business in education. They might somehow become pretenders to the
throne. It took a Jot of time and an awful lot of money for those underpriveleged folks in Washington to finally get in the powerful positions
they are in today. Reagan has been waiting to be president ever since
Herbert Hoover lost the election. And no black man, or chicano .or woman
is going to challenge that just because he has a college degree.
This is indeed the end of the New Deal. And the beginning of the Raw
Deal. Government by the rich for the rich.

HeteandNow
WASHINGTON - When Thomas K.
Turnage had to tell his 25-year-old son last
year that he needn't register for a possible
draft, the Selective Service System director
must have seen the writing on the wall.
"I know a general officer with three sons,
of whom two had registered," Maj. Gen.
Turnage recalled last Tuesday in an interview. "He found out over the (Christmas) holidays that the other hadn't. (The
third son) is registered now.''
For Turnage, ·however, convincing as
many as 1 million other young nonregistrants to follow suit is an immediate
and much bigger problem. He's not sure
how many of those nameless young
recalcitrants will have signed up wjlen
President Reagan's seven-week "grace
period" ends Sunday, Feb. 28. But he is, if
anything, optimistic.
Turnage, who wouldn't offer specific
numbers, said, "All I can say is that the last
two inputs (from post offices) are the best
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Chicano Organization Commends
Student Government Leadership
Editor:
Estudiantes Organizados Par La Cultura would like
to commend ASUNM Student Government on its
outstanding leadership and service to the students of
the University of New Mexico. Estudiantes recognizes
Mike Gallegos and Dan Serrano for their diligent effort
to emphasize student programs both to the UNM
administration and the New Mexico State Legislature,
ban Serrano, for example, challenged the $45,000
allocation to KUNM after UNM's administration took
control over the radio station, taking it from the
ASUNM Radio Board. As Finance Chairperson, Dan
worked very hard to return KUNM's $45,000allocation
to ASUNM's General Fund for redistribution among
the various chartered student organizations thus
allowing each organization to 'pursue additional
programming and secure adequate funding from the
Senate.
Estudiantes also commends Mike Gallegos for the

outstanding lobbying job done while at the legislature.
Mike's knowledge of the State's legislature and his
contact aided him in successfully lobbying for a
historical $1 million state-funded work-study program
in addition to a $5 million in funding for the
Engineering Department for a research and
development program.
Mike Gallegos and Dan Serrano are two examples
of the outstandlf1g leadership of which ASUNM
Student Government is typical of producing. Let's
encourage our student representatives to forge a new
political awareness which best serves the interest of
the students on the local, state and federal levels of
government.
Again, Esudiantes compliments Mike, Dim and the
entire ASUNM Student Government for their outstanding leadership and service to the University of
New Mexico.
Estudiantes Organizados Par La Cultura
Donald p, Samaniego (Ace), President

by maxwell Glen ond Cody Sheo.rer

two we've had since registration was
reinstituted."
·
If Turnage is right, that's good news for
the administration. When President
Reagan renewed draft registration Jan.7,
White House aides worried that his break
from a campaign pledge would only further
undermine popularity of a peacetime signup. Indeed, the president's characterization, then, of the world as "a
dangerous place" didn't negate the fact
that merely 75 percent of males born in
1963 had registered at post office windows
last year.
As conciliatory as the "grace period"
seemed, the gesture was the only card the
administration could play. Should the
general clemency fail to yield anything Jess
than 90 percent of outstanding nonregistrants, an overwhelmed Justice
Department will probably throw up its
hands. What does the U.S, attorney
general do with 100,000 non-registrants?

Trunage's task is to worry less about noshows than future registrants. "We just
don't see this 'registration resistance' that a
lot of people think exists/' he said. "Based
on our perceptions, it's just a matter of
getting the word out."
Yet, in his recent public relations efforts,
Turnage has been hard pressed to hurdle all
the obstacles that led, in part, to his own
son's confusion over registration
requirements. As much as this military man
takes pride in the "efficacy" of his agency's
work, the last-minute publicity campaign
t)as had to contend with inherent problems
of execution and credibility.
Seven weeks ago, the Selective Service
System rushed into production fm.1r public
service announcements for television and
radio. Given the targeting difficulties of the
non-registrant "market," the effectiveness
of this campaign may never be determined.
From his perspective, however, Turnage
only needs to win over a respectable share

of the population. His chief responsibility is
to keep the registration cards coming at
levels that don't weaken U.S. posture "in a
dangerous world.
Of course, a sizeable number of nonregistrants will continue to haunt the
program. In the event of a mobilization, the
resisters' contingent would immediately
render the induction process unfair. In the
meantime, no-shows help undermine the
program's credibility among peers. Like the
junior . Turnage, many are still unclear
whether registration is for them.
Coupled with the president's endorsement of registration, the fear of
prosecution may bring over half of the nonregistrants into the fold. And Turnage
would probably be satisfied with that.
In time, controversy over percentages
will give way to the sheer numbers of
young men on the nation's call-up rolls.
Maj. Gen. Turnage and the Selective
Service System will have done their part.

worse.''

Engineering Opens
Doors to Students
Bill Pinnell

... , .. kelly Olbbs
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Letter

continued from page 1 _
whether
the revolution in
Guatemala is a genuine one, or if it
is merely a case of Cuban expansionism. The same interest
groups that used Cuban expansionism as an excuse for their
actions in 1954 are now sounding
the same call heard before toe coup
that year,
Jose was just a child during the
revolution in 1954, but he
remembers how it affected his
family. His father was an employee
of the United Fruit Company at the
time and was fired for participation
in the strike that preceeded Arbenz'
downfall. Jose also remembers his
father's tales about the times before
Arbenz took power, when the
government enacted a worker's law
making it legal for a landowner to
execute his employees if he thought
they were lazy.
Several of his father's friends
were killed under this Jaw because
they tried to take sick leave, or
because they demanded overdue
wages. The conflict and strike in
1954, mostly involved workers and
peasants. The troubles affecting
Guatemala this year involve larger
sectors of the population, including
students.
Jose considers nimself to be a
part of the intellectual branch of
the revolution. He and several of
his colleagues explained late one
night that they didn't consider
themselves Marxists, they merely
looked at U.S.-Guatemalan
relationships in business terms.
"We only seek to renegotiate the
contract. We were taught in school
to fear Communism, perhaps more
than most North Americans are.
Your country and its ~usinessmcn
have been running Guatemala for
the last 70 years and we've been
promised a lot. But look around
you," Jose said. He pointed down
toward the section of the city aglow
with the orange of wood and paper
fires because electric lines haven't
reached it yet. · ·
"We study economics in school
and we know all about forced
savings and trickle-down, but those
ideas, just like your Constitution,
never seem to work here," he said.
"We've tried peaceful solutions,
but they (the government) only kill
us. We can't organize labor
movements or protest openly.
We've not even had a fair election
since Arbenz was put into office.
Every time we've tried methods
other than armed conflict to solve
our problems, we've had the door
slammed in our faces. North
Americans should remember that
when they accuse us of seeking help
from the Cubans. But there's no
one else to turn to, .. he said.
Jose lives withhis parents in an
adobe house. There are chickens in
the courtyard, and two or three
blocks away sits the military base.
In a bookcase ingeniously concealed in the back of his closet, Jose
has a copy of several hooks
prohibited by the government.
"Before 1979 most of these
books were required reading, but if
they find them today," he ,said
gesturing towards the military base,
"I'd lind myself in jail - or
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The University of New Mexico's
College of Engineering opens it
doors to. potential students Friday
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m •
·The open house is .to acquaint
New Mexico's high school and midschool students and their parents
with UNM'sengineer.ing program .
During the day, the engineering
faculty and students will present a
number of exhibits in each
engineering department. Prizes will
also be awarded to all Ull•
dergraduate student, graduate
student and department for the best
open house exhibits.

Books by the
-GSA----continued from page 1
"nearly every week" to handle
presently serving as a state senator OSA affairs.
in the Idaho Legislature and the
Holden said her absence during
current session is expected to the summer was probably justified
because there is "not much going
continue for another month.
Several councilors said they want on" during the summer.
Marvin D. "Swede" John.son,
to see an amendment in the GSA
constitution which would require administrative vice president for
QSA presidents to stay an campus student affairs, alumni .relations
and development, said that in Ught
during their term of office.
"I would support one so that in of Foppes absence from campus
the future GSA presidents. who are during her presidential term, he
gone from campus at least couldn't plans to make a review of the GSA
constitution.
draw money," Barnhouse said.
Foppes, a doctoral candidate in
Foppes also drew her GSA salary
last summer when she was em- history, said that getting the Idaho
ployed for the park service in job was "an incredible spur of the
moment thing," and that she had
Arizona.
However during that time Foppes not planned on taking a job at the
says she made visits to Albuquerque time of her election last spring.

continued from page1
Chicano Studies, said sortie districts
have been enlarged, thereby
decreasing their voting power,
while others have had just the
opposite effect,
"This results in less than one vote
per person, contrary to the 14th
Amendment. Due process provides
for one vote per man," said
Burrola.
"The reapportionment act will
not only create an impact in the
selection of representatives, but
also in the selection of otller elected
officials. It has an impact on the
entire political arena of the state of
New Mexico," he said.
"Particular communities have
been diVided two or three ways,
causing less representation and
neutralizing their political clout,"
said Burrola .
He said that as of Feb. 11, there
have been 27 class action suits filed
against the slate legislature and the
governor in protest oft he act.
Donald "Ace;, Samaniego, a
member of Estudiantes Pot La
culttira, said the redistricting was
done by using the 1980 census
figures.
"The census figures could be
contested and they ate, because
they are not a true reflection of the
minority population," he said.
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-Panel----------presentation, which will be
followed by a question and answer
period.
The panelists are:
-Rolando Rios of the SouthWest
Voter Education Project, ;md the
lead consul in a class action suit
being filed against th.e Reapportionment Act;
-Frank Sanchez, lead plaintiff in
the suit filed from Chavez County
against the act;
-.Lauro Silva from Bernalillo
County.
The 1981 reapportionment act
passed by the legislature determines
the voting districts in New Mexico.
Ray Burrola, acting director of

Library Expands
'Special' Hours
For Spring Term
Throughout the Spring semester,
the Special Collections Department
will be open an additional evening,
Tuesdays from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
and the regular hours of the
department are being extended:
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 !J,m. and Wednesday
evenings from 6:30.to9 p.m.
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The children of Guatemala seem to be unaware of the strlfe.that
surrounds them. This girl in Sentiago de A titian, a village that was
militarily occupied for almost a year, plays in tha streat.
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Basketball Redshirts Key to Future

KZZX-Tingley 'Kool' Concert Takes Cattle-Prod Approach
Gloria. Simon

Kool and the Gang in Concert a/
Tingley Co/osium, February 14,
1982.
"Well what time does the concert
start?" Lynda asked her friend
anxiously.
"Theradio said at 8," Glenda
said glimpsing at her watch .. "And
it's already 7:52- why we've been
waiting over an hour just to get in
the parking lot.
Disgusted and angry, Glenda
whipped her Chevy Chevette out of
the endless line of cars that circled
Tingley Colliseum.
The cars
reminded Glenda of the old
Westerns and how the Indians
would enclose a bunch Qf camping
frontiersmen before the kill.
After being told the San Pedro

gate to (he Colliseum was closed,
Glen\la raced over to the Lomas
gate and after literally begging to be
let in between cars sandwiched so
close together a comparison to the
peanut butter sandwich would be
an understatement.
Finally, Glenda and Lynda made
it to the parking lot at 8:05 p.m.
only to hike another half-mile to
the Colliscum. The parking lot was
composed of dirt, with fragments
of broken glass scattered
throughout the lot.
In the spaces near the front there
were torn down fences and what
appeared to be barbed wire. The
leaning gate posts and tangled wire
glared in the moonlight threatening
any vehicle to even come close.
Glenda and Lynda's hike was
just as threatening, They walked
through tunnels, across glass,

CLASSES

FORMING
Applications Now
Being Accepted
Classes begin Mon March 1
3215 Central N.E.
266-4900
298-2850 after6p.m.
Instructors
Jess Trujillo & Gene Varoz
STUDENT PRICES AVAILABLE
ON HAIRCUTS
All Services open to the public.

"Pilot pens!You have
1o hold onto 1hem
hands!'
-Rodney Dongertield ~
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dodged horse and cow manure,
through more tunnels and finally
they caught a glance of the
Colliseum. Their view was from
behind a line of people that seemed
another hours wait.
"I refuse to wait this time,"
Lynda said clenching her teeth.
"Me too. Let's go to the front,"
Glenda said and they brisky walked
toward the front of the line. A
policeman darted out after them,
"Where do you think you're
g·oing? You're no better than the
rest of these fools standing in
line . , .Back to the back," said·.a
big chested policeman, proud of his
authority to push "fools" around.
He began to escort the girls back,
when he turned his bead Glenda
and Lynda ran to the other side.
·There they stood in line to be
searched - like prisoners - for
drugs, alcohol and weapons.
"Boys in this line, girls in the
other," said a policewoman
chewing her gum like a greasey
spoon waitress.
"Boys?" one man of thirty
repeated. "When you see a boy
-" he started to say as a policeman
snatched him out of line.
Glenda and Lynda ran past the
searchers and into the Colliseum.
The concert was 15 minutes into the
first act. The girls ran down a flight
of stairs, through more tunnels,

.
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"It's almost criminal how people go for my Pilot Finellner. Why? Its
fine point writes through carbons. And Pilei charges only 79<1or II
People gellhelr hands on it end target It's my pen.
·
1gol no pen. And no respect!
·
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Point too. II wriles with Gn exira
line tine. ns melol collar helps
keep lhe polntfrom
going SqUISh.
Far only 89< they
should buy lhelr
own pen-and show
some respect for my property."

through the area where the broncos
and bulls are placed before their
performance and ran up more stairs
into the Colliseum. And there they
stood - two in a crowd of angry
bulls a.nd broncos.
Inside the Colliseum there was a
smolcy haze that enveloped the
entire Colliseum. lt was the smell
of marijuana.
A man bumped into Lynda and
spilled half his bottle ofTJ Swan on
her off-white blouse.
"Well what the hell was the
damn search for then?" Lynda
asked so angrily her body began to
tremble,
Glenda took a blow to the chest
from a girl with a fake rabbit-fur
jacket, who stood close to six feet,
the same girl elbowed the 5' 2"
Glenda again in the chest, head and
nose, again and again.
"Stop! Stop! Stop!'' Glenda
shoUted shaking her fist at the
women who towered over her. "If
you don't leave me alone I'll punch
you out - watch your step," and
Glenda stomped off. She knew
then why the bulls and broncos
bucked so determinedly in this.
rancid, people-smothering place,
because it was all those things and
I have one suggestion to those
Jess. Tingley Colliseum is not only a
step down for animal but a con- with a milligram of human dignity
and self-perservation. BEWARE
firmed insult to human dignity.
Disregarding the atmosphere and OF THE COW PALACE!!

Ever since the Lobogate scandal,
the Lobo men's basketball program
has been under some stage of
rebuilding. Each successive year the
team has posted more wins and
fewer losses than the previous
season.
With the signing of Tim Garrett
and the four redshirts the Lobos
presently have, next year may 'be
the year the rebuilding will be
complete. Names like Drake
Blocker, Franse and Johnson may
become as famous next year as
Cooper, Daniels and Harge have
been in the past.
Those names belong to the
basketb;lil redshirts in the Lobo
camp and thei.r performances next

Nick Greenwalt

'I.
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'Man Who Came to Dinner' Story
Of Critic's Visit to Mesalia, Ohio
giving a lecture in their town. His
visit is extended, however, after
falling and breaking his hip on the
Stanley's doorstep. The antics that
ensue durihg Whiteside's stay drive
the Stanley's crazy and make the
audience roar.
Whiteside is based on a real
person,
Alexander ·Woollcott.
Woollcott was the most renowned
,--------~-----~----------., and respected drama critic of the
Another Great Offer From
Mf.Pilrr
20s and 30s as well as being a
~-·~~~
e ~·-· celebrity in the public ·eye.
~~
~· ~
Wooilcott was a mall of arsenic wit
and impeccable taste and was
famous for his greeting "Hello,
UNM Student Special!
I
.Repulsive" given only to people in
his favor. Woollcott discovered
I
Purchase $5.00 worth of
such
greats as Helen Hayes, the
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
Lunts, Fred and Adele Astaire, and
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREEl
the Marx Brothers. Woollcott also
1
limit one couDO!J per person per day.
1
became radio's first superstar on
.
exp1res 3-4-82
.
.
1
his radio show, the Town Crier.
·-------------------------~
P!aying the lead role of Sheridan
9801 Lomas NE 296·4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866
Whiteside will be Timothy Nelson;
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley are played by
Michael Gilpin and Holly Hodo.
The Man Who Came to Dinner
opens tonight at 8 p.m. in Rode:Y
Theatre and will play Friday night,
Saturday afternoon and evening
and March 4, 5 and 6, Tickets are
available at the Fine Arts Box
Office.

Have you ever tripped over an
octupus? Have you ever been bit by
a penguin? Well, starting tonight,
you can at least hear about these
oddities if not see them in the UNM
Department of Theatre Arts
production of The Man Who Came
to Dinner.
Dr. Robert Hartung, Theatre

Putt
· •Putt

Arts professor, is directing the
show. "It really is a comedy of
manners," Hartung said. "It is one
of my favorite plays.''
The Man Who Came to Dinner
centers on Sheridan Whiteside,
renowned critic and lecturer, who
pays a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Stanley of Mesalia, Ohio after

I--------------------------,
I
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Quick and
easy to make
with LaPaz
Margarita Mix.

Franse said be is happy to come
back and play in his home state.
While at Clovis, Franse led his team
through a 26-1 season and a state
championship.
Carvin Blocker will also be a
major factor in the success of next
year's team. Plagued by a bad knee,
he has had surgery twice and a total
reconstruction of his knee. Despite
all the damage, Blocker said he
believes he will be ready to play
again in September.
The 6-7, 210 pound forward is
famous for his 42-inch vertical
leaping ability. The 22-year-old
senior from Rochester, N.Y., was a
junior college All-American at
Monroe Junior College before
coming to UNM.
Blocker said he came to UNM
because of Coach Gary Colson.
"He treats me like a father,"
Blocker said. "He's the best coach
I've ever had."

"I'm gonna be an enforcer next
year," said Tom (T.J.) Drake,
another of the redshirts. "My
personal goal is to be in the top ten
in the nation in rebounding and
lead theW AC in rebounding.''
At 6-9 and 215 pounds, Drake
has the physical ability to accomplish his goals. Drake came to
UNM from Nebraska because he
The RM ISA meet was held Monday and Tuesday in Boulder, Colo. and wanted to go to a school with a
is the last meet before the national competitions.
warm climate and an excellent
Nationals for the men will be held March 3·6 in .Lake Placid, N.Y. The basketball program, and selected
UNM over such schools as ASU,
women nationals will be held March I0-13 in Stowv, Vt.
Lamar, Purdue and Northwestern.
Drake also praises Colson as a
very personable man and a major
reason why he will be wearing a
Lobo uniform next year. "I'll give
Nick Greenwalt
Mexico Junior College on March 5 it 100 percent next year as will all
and Odessa University March 6. the players," Drake said. "If"God
Arizona State will be the host for The Western Championships are is willing, we'll go all the way."
both men's and women's gym- slated for March 12 and 13 at
"They (the redshirts) have really
nastics this Friday .at the Southwest Stanford,
with the WAC been helping us in practice,"
Invitational to follow the following Colson said. "It's too far in the
Cup in Tempe.
future to predict what next year's
"Our team is looking very weekend in Albuquerque.
The women's next tournament team will be like. We're still
strong," said UNM women's coach
Claudia Cagle. "We're hoping for will be the regionals in Oklahoma working on this year, but I think
strong performances in the all· on March 12 and 13. Cagle said the their participation in practice is
around from Teresa Bertoncin, team will have to win that meet to making us a better team right
now.t'
Fuller,
and
Tracy qualify for the nationals.
Lisa
Kwiatkowski.
"Hopefully Chris Riser will be
able to hang in there and give us
some support," Cagle said.
Men's coach Rusty Mitchell is
also optimistic about the meet.
Mitchell said he is expecting strong
performances from Matt Arnot,
Inquire unless you've got what it takes.
who is ranked sixth nationally in
it isn't easy helping students plan their financial future
all-around and Steve Jennings, who
has a 9.65 average on a 10-point
scale in the pommel horse event.
While the men get some time off
•Have above I*' intelligence
before their next competition, the
•Have a competitive outgoing nature
women end their regular season
when they perform against Denver
•Wish to associate with the business COII&IIlll'lity
and Air Force in Carlisle Gym.
then this position is well worth considering
"I don't think the traveling will
effect us," Cagle said. "It will be a
tough weekend but the girls can
This employment offer is not for everyone. This position
·
handle it.''
requires
self starters who are able to work approximately 15
UNM will be strerlgthed by t'te
hours a weekwhile maintaining a full class load. Earning
return of Cyndi Bachman, who had
potential is well above other part-time employment. Juniors
suffered a foot injury in January.
''I feel relieved," Bachman said, "I
preferred; others considered depending on qualifications.
had a very positive a.ttitude while I
For an interview call Terry Maness
Was hurt and 1 knew that I'd come
at NML, 883·5360
back stronger than ever,"
Ba.chman fractured three bones
in her right foot and sprained her
left foot during a floor routine in a
tournament Jan. 9. Bachman said
she will com pete on the uneven bars
and maybe the beam in Friday's
meet.
.
.
After this weekend, the men
return to action against New

If You
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Sthool of Ltw - John Flcfd Simms Memorial
Lecture ~•some Second 'ThoughU On the First
Amcndmenl 11 b)' Robert M. o•NeU, ~)resident or the
University of Wisconsin System, today at 8 p.ni. In
room 2401 otnrnlton Hall.
ONM _Cbapler of the -Albuquerque Motint•ln
RtM!Ue Counclf-- _Meeting today Bl 7:30 p.m. in
rMm23l-E ortht:SOB.
ASUNM Film Cnmmlliee
'today- Orela darbo dou!;>le feature. At 7 p,nl.lt
will be Queen Crlsiifll'l wilh Garbo lrr drag, il5 \he
mate heir to the throne: 9 p,m., Cammc, a gttmd apex
ar s·entltrtCntality.
l'rlday, 1 and 9:15 p.m. _. Blue Collar. Sllcialcommcnt tohiedy with Rkflard Pryor rihd Uarvey
t<eltel as Detroit itiltoworkcrs.
Saitird.ay, 7 and 9:15 p,m, - 'rh.e AlbuQucrijllC
prenilerc or Mon Onclrfd'Amcriqrte,a Contpic}l coinlc
study or the· unrulflllcd 'lives or lhtce dlsf)arah!
f!renchllicil allriWaifiJig the tctlli"n 0( thl! prOverbial •

Amcrlctm uttdc, French, with subtitles·.

natur~l.''
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Lobo cross-country skier Kjersti Stenberg finished third and Jill
Wahlqvist finished lOth in the women's 7.5 kilometer race in the women's
giant slalom at the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Ski Association meet
earlier this week.
The men's team also competed, with Patrick Rey and Ross Collins
finishing ninth and 14th .in the in the men's slalom ..
Other finishers for the Lobo women were Sherry Rue who was 11th in
the sl~lom and 14th in the gian~ slalom, and Renee Farwig, who was 20th in
the grant slalom. UNM also finished fourth in the 4 by 5 kilometer crosscountry relay.
The Lobo men had four other finishers in the top 40 in two events. Vesa
Suomalainen, Bret Bodnar and Sjur Talstad were 17th, 23rd, and 35th in
cross-country. Rey and Steve Maynard finished 33rd and .37th in the giant
slalom.
"The giant slalom is made of high-speed technical turns on a wide- 0 pen
course and the slalom is a slower event with quicker and tighter turns "
said assistant coach Jeff Alexander.
'

wanted to play for a school with a
big basketball program.
The 6-2, 165 pound guard is
primarily known for his deadly
jumpshot, 1-!e does not particularly
care for the tag. "I've been working
on my defense a lot, and I've been
working with weights," Franse
said. "1 want to play a total game
next year. The shooting will come

Cheerleader/
Stant Man

Tryouts
Women&M.en

* application deadUne
Friday, March 12, Spm
pick up and retum to Student
Activities Center Rm. 106,
NM Union BuDding
* mandatory odentatlon meeting
Monday, March 22, 7:30pm
Johnson Gym Rm. 124
for more Information call
Student Activities, 277·4706

*

*

Gymnasts Ready for Tourney

C ames '"' . ·

The best
parties
start with
LaPaz
Margaritas.

year will greatly determine if the
long rebuilding- process has been
successfully completed.
Many loyal fans will be pleased
to see the return of the art.iculate
Michael Johnson next year.
Johnson, a 6-3, 210 pound guardforward from Tuscon, Arizona,
played for the Lobos two years
prior to redshirting this year.
Johnson will have two years of
eligibility left at UNM. "I think the
team is getting stronger each year "
he said, "By 1984 we can probably
take the WAC."
Another redshirt that will undoubtedly play a key role on next
year's squad is Nelson Franse, a
shooting ace from Clovis .. Franse,
who played at Texas Tech for one
year, came to UNM because he

Skiers Place in Regional Meet
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Joe Chandler

location where they performed, the
Kool and the Gang performance
that took place at Tingley
Colliseum this month could not be
criticized, their stage show, musical
performance and lighting were
excellent.
Their sponsors, KZZX, probably
made a fortune off of the "fools"
that dished out $10.50 for a general
admission ticket in the cow palace,
Nowhere else but the Civic and
Tingley are people subjects of a
searching procedure. Their silly
search did not keep those who
wanted to smoke and drink out
anyway.
I've never been to any other
concert wnere there was only one
gate open for over 2,000 cars to
squeeze into. Usually when they
expect a big crowd at Tingley they
at least open the San Pedro gate.
I suppose the authoritative cop
was right when he used the word
"fool" to describe those waiting to
get in. Maybe those of us who stood
by and let this happen were really
ufools".
The money-hording KZZX paid
their bills and didn'l.§.eem to care if
anyone might have gotten hurt in
the attempt to see the concert.
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ENGINEERS CHOSE us (ALL CIVILIANS}

It was interesting work With computers, aircraft, jet engines
and many other kinds of equipment and accessories
b~l~:mging to t~e. Air Force (we aren't recruiting for the
mrhtary--we're cwrlians).
It was our permanent location In Oklahoma City, with
moderate weather, low cost living-•especially for homes and
apartments, and a wide variety of life-styles.
It was our faster-than•average advancement to b.rtter-thanaverage pay, benefits and long-range stability.
Contact Your Placement Office For Details Or Write 'ro:
Engineering Recruitment
Employment Office
Okla City Air Logistics Center
TinkerAFB, Okla. 73145

On Campus: March 5,1982

we are an equal opportunity employer
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PROf'E;SSIONt\;1. WO~AN W/6 ye~r old son needs
roomma(e to shar<> nice ho~se, NE University area.
$175,00 per month pl~s utilities, 262-0775 after 7:00
p, m., weekends anytime.
3/3
515 TULANE NE is back on the market, a real steal
at $65,000. I also have others. Call Susan Benrd, the
University area specialist at Walker-Hinkle RealtY
256-3& 14, 268-455 I ,
313
ONt; D£D.ROOM UNFURNISII£0, $185.00 including utillti¢s, Lease $125.oo deposit. Nq smqking,
pets, or children. Washington Conslittttioll. area. 2651584.
3/1

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

7. Travel
IIADL\' Nt;ED TMNSPQRTATION to Denver and
back for spriog break. Will share eXpenses. Call Tom,
299·2401.
313
SPRIN.Q.IIRt:AK RAFT trip! Get some sun and have
some fun. March 15-20, Jlig :Bend National Park. All
foo\1 , transportation · and equipment from
Albuquerque $27~.00. Call Bob 345-4032 orSS3·1459
for furtherinformation.
3/2

8. Miscellaneous
5. ForSale

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to

WE; ROT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
fr~mcs, Greenwich Village (Lennon. styles), gold,
rimless. $54 .• 50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N.E. across from La Belles,
tfn
UJSPO PANASONIC, LIKE new, 25" frame$120 or
offer, 843-6071 after 6:00pm.
3/1
MOTORC\'CJ.F~MOTOGUZZI 197~ IOOOsp. §.900
miles. 277·3520, 8:30-5; 294-5631 evenings and
weekends.
3/1
TYPEWRITERS: ONE MANUAL, one electric, $50
each. 293·0875.
· .2124
~OTOI~C\'CJ.•; ~OTO.GUZZI 1978 JOOOSP, 6900
miles, Excellent condition. Call M·F days 277·3520 or
evenings ant!. weekends 294·5631.
3/2
KIMIIAl.J. SWINGER m:tuXE 300 fun machine,
excellent condition 298-4981.
2125
81 \'AMAliA SRSOO 65 MPG call Rich at296-1373 if
no answer keep tryh1g.
2/26
73 PINTO 7,100 miles. Good tires, runs good. As Is
$525,00. Call after 5:00p.m. 268·5305.
3/3
UFT.JOIINIIOAT266·3146.
2/26

UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run fiv.e or more consecutive days.
Plea1e run the ft>ilowing ad under (circle one)
Pemmal<, 1<"1 & hlllllQ, Service.\, Housing, For Sale, Employmertt, Travel, Miscellaneous,
I a1 Not ida~

Enclosed Please Find$

6. ·Employment

obhgalion. Come give us a look. Kaplan Educational

1. Personals

Cemcr265-2S24.
3/2
VOWNTt:•:ns n:llVENTI.Y SOUGHT; to help
mtne the Living !latch llookstore from Central Ave,
to 106 <:ornelt. Suo<Jay afterno<)n, feb. 28th, lpm.
!leer.
2126
CONGRATLTLTATJONS JAIME! 0!11 being ac~cptcd to the ('ollegc of Nurshtg. H.ll.
212S
('OQKit: RAMA: F~brullry 25, 26,27 14 cookies for
the pri<C of 12. Where'/ Nob HIll Bakery 3~00 Central
SEat Central and Carslisle.
2126
usn A MAJELI.A co~n; rain or $hlne, your smile
brightens my day. Tommy.
3/3
SIC;N Ol!R ST\JDENT petition so that we will have a
ch~kc on what we want in our S.U.B. Thursday
February 25th, table at SE corner ofS.U.B.
2125
IIASS Pl,i\Yf:R WANTt;n for progressive rock
band. Origmall and some top 40. 286-1362.
3/3

SPill"'(; IIIU:AK RAFT tnp' Get some sun and have
~orne fun. ~IM<h 1~·30 lltg Bend National Park. All
!twd, transportatmn and equipment frotn
Albuquerque S215 00. U~h 34~-4032 or 883·14~9 for
further tnfmmallon.
3i2
I'AS.WOIIT. I,IJ. I'IIOTOS 2 for $4.00! l.• owest
pri<c~ ut to" n! l'alt, plealtng, short walk from UNM.
l'l•U 2M-2444 or (file to 113 WeJiejley S.£:. between
CiHarll aud Carlille, corner or Silver. Hours: 10·6
weekday~. ~nturduy9,S.
tfn
FIS•~<;l' SM.H'TJON OF umque and traditional
gold w~ddlng ~~I$. ('hatlic Romero Jewelers', 293·
1J'XII.
S/1
A<'('lfiiATJ-: INFORMATION AIIOUT con•
tra~cpt10n, McriliLation, abortion. Right to Choose.
294 0171.
tfn
Pllt'CoNANCV n;s·nNG & COliNSF:J.JN(;, Phone
241·'1819.
tfn
('OSTAC'TS·POUSJIING, SOI.IJTIONS Casey
Opti~ul t'ompany ott Lom~s jmt west of Washington.
tfn
JIOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
fmmes. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rhnlcss. $$4.50 {regular S6S.OO). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E., across from LaUe lies.
tfn
ONLV 52.35. nvo farm· fresh esgs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices or toast, free
green chill, Open 7 o. m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
of Girard, Ccntraland Monte ViS! a 268-7040.
tin
55 JIU\'S JIEST TIP oft~cweck. Daily Lobo will pay
SS for the best news tip we. receive. every week.
Sources can remain conlldential, but Editor must
have your name 10 pay winner, 211·5656, ask for
Newsroom.
lfn
ENT.JIUSIASTIC . WOMEN SOCCER players
tl¢eded Cor Albuquerque team, Experience in soccer
or other sports preferred. Information call 268·7064
or277'2S83.
2/26
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS only $3$, Indian Wrap
skirts $7 .99. .Indian Tops 56.99. All sweaters
dnislically reduced at More Than Ba~, 101 Cornell
S. E., across from UNM.
2/26
MCAT, DAT Rt:VIEW in Physics, Biology, General
Chemistry, Organic, sponsored by Pre-Med Club
members 530.00, Non-members S4S.OO, For more
Information <aii277-656S or r:ome by SUB 24•D.
3/12
~ONt:V FOR NEXT Fall. We can help, Southwest
Scholarship Service, 1'.0, Bo~ 14805, Albuquerque,
New Me~ico 87i9J.
315
WIIAT ARE YOU DOING Saturday Night?
Compare Unlimited, a computerized people matching
service, is just starting its person to person friendship
introduction service here in Albuquerque. This is a
new opportunity to make a real. difference in how you
spend your Saturday (or any) evening. Our system is
unique, unlike any other "Dating Service," and .is
completely confidenlial. For application and FREE
information, write: COMPARE UNLiMITED, 1'.0.
Box2S643, Albuquerque, NM 87125.
3/2
EXTRA )ltONE\'1 are .Bureaucracy and
organizations short changing Ylld of your money's
worth? Order "Beat 1he Bureaucracy" and regain
source of your hard earned money, control and
tesJject. Send $6,95 lo: Build and Harvest, Larry G.
Walsh,. P.O. Box 1497 • Sterling, Colo. 80751. • 3/1
Cllt:t:RLEAJlER/STUNTMAN TRYOtJTSI Pick
up applicalions in Stud<ni Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union lluilding. Applfcations due March
12. Clinic statts Match22. Tryouts April I and2. Call
277-4706 for further information.
3/12.
IIUY OUR DOGS• books by the bowser bag at UNM

2. Lost & Found
FOUND: CALCULATOR OUTSJO•; Hodgins Hall
on 2·22·82. Please claim and identify ai Marron Hall
Room 131.
312
t'OUND! BROWN I.EATIIER wallet, 2·22·82,
belonging 10 Joseph Ray HornFeck. claim in Room
131 Marron Hall,
3/1
f'OUNil AT J.OBO game, Feb. 18, binocular
eyepiece. Claim Rm. 131, Marron Hall.
2/26
CLAIM VOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8;00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

w•;

3. Services
ROLLER SKATING LE;SSONS for beginner, in·
termediate, .and low level advanced children and
adults. Specializing in free style dance. For more
information please call Keith 831-4871.
2/3
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
renials. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265-3315.
tfn
PROFE:SSIONAL TYPING BV English/MA edilor.
Vast experience with dissenations, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550.
3/1
HOME TYPING-EDITING service. Retired English
profeSJor. Spelling, grammer confidentiality assured.
292·3431.
3/S
TYPINGIBMSELECfRIC25S·3337.
J/31
TYPING I'ROM TilE Word Co. We lise a word
processor for quick turnaround time and accurate
changes. C.ill247-2326.
2/26
GUITAR INSTRUCfOR, CLASSICAL, olher
styles. 867·3158.
2/26
TYPING- TllfSIS, DISSERTATIONS, Reports,
Letters, Slatistlc:al, etc. CaUAnnita 299•3781. 2/26
DRY CLEANING AT economy prices, SI.OO per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central SE. Open 7-11. Next
door to Baskin-Robbins_lce Cream.
2/26
FAST, ACCUAATE. ALL _Typing includes
corrections, spelling, grammar, punctuation. rypArt.
105 Stanford, SE, 262•1865.
2/U.
TYPING, PROFE:SSIONAL QUALITY Typeright.
265-5203.
3/1
PROJ'ESSJONAL TYPING. REASONABLE
E~tensive secretarial eJ<perience •. IBM Selectric Ill.
299-6256 or 299·2676.
2/26
TYPING • FAST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Cassette Transcription, 247-2583.
3/26
IIOtlSECLEANING SERVICE. WE£KLV or
monthly. llxcellent references. LEA 268-3894. 2126
ACtJI.EX ••oR At.f, word processing needs: thesis,
dissertations, resumes, S]t.Jial.
2/26

llook~tore!.
3/2.
BLACK CHRISTIAN GtNTLEMAN seeks a pen
pal: Write Ulysses L. Carter 323:3 Mt. Gilead Rd.
S.\V. 66E, Atlanla, Geotgia3031l.
:l/2
MCAl', .J)A.T REVIEW ftee ihtroductlon les$on. No
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SPECIAL

2 slices cheese
& small drink ·. .
$1.25 plus tax

I
I

I

I
I..
I

2-28
________________
with coupon 2-22 •·

l21Huri·at!ISE

- 1 '•ili.S.nfC~ntral

~agon

Get It Off Your Chest

_________._ .... _____ ,
n

l'JU: CITAI)t;f..SUPERII location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service c\-ctY 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilitiei paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher ~nd disposal, reerentlon
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
JtOL1S•:siTTER: I AM looking for an aJ>artment or
!muse to housesit during spring semester (or earlier),
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yarllwork. Catherine, 242·7228.
tfn
FOR ltt:NT~ •:niCJt:NCV Apartment, $)20; I
Bedroom. $150. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course, Close to UNM and TVI, 131.3 Wellesley
S.J!, 256·7748.
2/25
ROOM~ATE: TO SJIARt; house in Sf! Heights off
Dartmouth, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, W/0, F/P, garden
space, BBQ. SISO/mo. plus V. utilities, 266-0485 or
277·2505 days; David.
2/lS
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT In 4-plex, near
Carlisle and Candeleria, carpet, drapes, laundry,
storage, $210. 888-3000.
2/25
LUXURY TOWNHOUSE 3 blocks to UNM, 1800
sq. fJ,, 3 bedrooms, 211 baths, earthtone carpet,
intercom, jacuzzi and double garage. $500/mo, $250
DO, plus utilities. Hertzmark·Pamegg Realty, 8836161 eve., 26S-7116.
2126
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., SIBS/mo., all utiliiies paid, SIOO security
deposit. Fully furnished-securlty lacks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call befQre 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
lfn
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share fur.
nlshed two-bedroom home near Zuni/San Mateo.
Should be. neat, responsible, non-.smoker. $170 In·
eludes rent and ulllitles. 268-5208.
2/26
FOR RENT: THREE blockS from campus. 305 & 316
Princeton S,l!, Studios • 5165, I bedroom • SIBS.
Adults only. The ArtagrtosteUs Co. 256·1086, Bar·
bara.
2/26
FURNISHEil ROOM AND delicious food available
in a quiet atmosphere near campus for serious female
students. only 5210/mo. Parking available. Call842•
9052.
2126
ROOMMATE, MATURE FEMALE to share two
bedroom apartment three blocks from campus.
S125/mo;, .one half utilities, 266-8384.
3/1
MALE ROOMMATEc NEEDED. Furnished NE
Heights House, 294-oil I.
.l/2
FOR RENT CLEAN one bedroom apartment SillS
per month, you pay utilities $100 deposit. Ten
minutes from UNM in the Northwest Valley. CAll
242-2437.
.
3/2
ROOMMATE WANTED. COUPLE preferred.
Private bath, private study. Large yard. $125 single
S 187~50 couple. 843-6439 evenings,
3/2
CAMPUS COMPACf APARTMENTS: 215 Yale
Blvd. s.E. at lead. Studio Apts, near slores and
UNM SIBS per month. Free Utilities, $130 deposit, 6
month l.ease. No children, pets, or roommates. Sec
manager at Apt. 2 or call243.6210 evenings or 883·
5940.
.
3/2
M/F ROOMATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom
house hear taw andMed. schools. Sl 50.00 per month
plus i 12 utilities. W /D fireplace, piano nice yard.
Serious student preferred. 2SS·43S I after I:OOp.m.
3/j

Makers of Handmade
lndial'l Jewelry
OLDTOWN

YOVR£MEMBER rHOS£ .GOOD
OJ.D PRICES. ON CLOTHES f
wrsT/LL HAVE THEN!
3/0IC£NTRAL, SE
/{) • !J: JOMON·FRI

I ~~

~

4. Housing

.

TJl£ CATS

Z55•fJJ3()

H~

SII.Vf:ll SCARAII I.'RF.SS Quality offset printing,
typcseuing, layout. Editing and typing services
available. Evenings, 242·8047.
3/J

c;;overed

S£lDNDHANIJ CI.OrHES
NEW II t/SlD
'"" WIJMtN, N.EJJ 4 CHILDREN

,:_,

T\'PING·I'ROt'E:SSIONAL QUALIT\' pronto at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at np extra charge. We will edit,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy

Mike
Runnels
(Candidate for Lt. Gov.)
Will be in the SUB
from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
on Friday the 26
Free Coffee Will Be Served

MARRIEJ> COUPI.E WITHOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex nr.ar university,
Apartment plus salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuquerque, 87110.
2126
APPLICATIONS 1\.Rt: NOW b~ing taken ror
positions at the Girl Scout summer Camp in the
Jemez Moutllains. Needed arc: nurse, riding staff,
counselurs, handyman and .kitchen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more.lnformatlon.
3/12
WANTEil H:MAl.E VOCALISTcounlry-crossover.
Mtm play instrument. Experience necessary, willing
to travel part time working bank. Call 296-5578 nhe
294-8726.
2123
t;AilN $20-$30 RA..ISING funds for ACORN this
Saturday, Call247-9792 from 9:00·3:00.
3/S
WANTf:l): USPA JUMPMASTERS, Instructors,
Ri~gers, and jump pilot~. Call 877-4016 and leave
your name, number and qualification.
3/4
ROCK BANO NE£J)S Experiences Bassist and
drummer 60's 70's current Kim· 277-2417 before$:()()
265·1061 or Jac~ 243·0105,
3/2
u;ARN TilE ART and science of gardening. Helper
needed In landscape maintenance business. No ex·
perlencc necessary, Starting pay $3.60 per hour.
Hours Oexlble. Must be lit least 18 and have own
transportation. Call Tom Wagers at 268·3779. 2126
MARRn;o COUPLE WITJJOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university,
Apartment plus salary. Apply at I I 16 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuqerque, 871 10.
3/3
ARTISAN CAJ;LJGAAPIIERS TO interprel
illustrate original poetry. Call Mark at 843·6439
evenings.
2/26

WOME:N 1\. TIIJ,f;TE;S; TR\' socceri City teams want
plny~rs. 26S·I470, keep trying.
3/9

9. Las No ticias
SUNDAY, FEB. 28, 6-9:oopm. Reception featuring
Mystical Cultural Art will be exhibited in the Casa del
Sot, SUB lower level. Presentations and lectures by
artists, Anccdnncers. Free admissio.n.
2126
''l.OS PINTOS" PRISON J\rt Show last week on
(]isplay at ASA Gallery. Basement SUB thru Frltlay,
2126, hours I H, M·f.
2126
WANTt;l); AN APPLE computer Disl< II Drive. Call
• 883-JOOO .,,821·7770 .. t\sk fotlarryStroup.
3/1
TJU; STUDEN1'S YET£RANS association will hold
their monthly meeting for the month of March on 3·
2·82 at 7:00pm in the Child Care Co-op, Mesa Vista
~L
Y2
J.Et'T/RIGIIT BRAIN: Local workshop explores
proven methods to better use the other 90 percent of
your · brain power in learninR creativity and
motivation. Saturday, february 27, 9:00a.m.· 4:00
p.m. Caii884·9S98 for rewvations.
2125
Nmm RUNNELS CANI)JDi\TE forLt. Gov. will be
in the SUB from .10- 12 on Friday the 26th. He wants
to talk with you. Free Coffee served.
.2126

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

Magazines
from
1897·1981

EVERYTHING
Always

12 Price!

1

Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Recortls
1

12 PRICE BOOKS!

Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Gratuity
4 Crate
8 Tennis stroke
11 Quote
12 Matured
13 Fuss
14 King of
Bash an
15 Pale
17 Chocks
19 Limb
21 Man's name
23Scold
24 Server
26 Bishopric
28 Pinochle
term
31 Footlike part
33 Born
35 Expire
36 Pronoun
38 Rambles
41 Exist
42 Priest's garb
44Still
45 Chart
47 Shine
49 Beverage
51 Station
54 Brim
56 Crafty
58 Article
59 Bait
62 Meadow
64 Negative prefix
65 Shoshonean
66 Edible
rootstock
68 Farm sight
70 Weight Of
India
71Let It stand
72 Beverage
DOWN
1 Big cal
2 Pronoun
3 Church

bench
4 Walking
sticks
5 Silver symbol
6 Stitch
7 Paradise
8 Fell behind
9Poem
10 Cattle genus
11 Young horse
16 Near
18 Obstruct
200penlng
22 Signifies
25 Affirmative
27 Lamprey
29Women's30 Scottish river
32 Pigpen
34 Shade tree
36Wit
37 Cloth
measure
39Soak
40Weaken
43 More daring

Answer to Thursday's PYzzle

46 Vessel
48 Peruke
50 Apportion
52 English county
53 Gull-like bird
55 Fondles
57 Old pronoun

59 Public vehicle

60 Devoured

61 Rodent
63 Arabian garment
67 Scale note
69 Man's nickname

